
All hands on deck! Weigh anchor and set sail for a swashbuckling adventure in search of some trrrreasure!

Fight off menacing pirates during this battle on the high seas as Win Streaks take over your nautical reels.

Winning symbols remain as reels keep spinning to loot more prizes. Arr me hearties!

Collect some Free Spins along your marine adventure, either by landing scatters or buying them. But will

you risk your Free Spins on the Wheel Gamble in hopes that you’d win more? At any point during the

voyage may even end up winning up to 17,000x your bet. Shiver me timbers!
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Global release

NOVEMBER 28,

2022

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

20.18%

Volatility

SUPER HIGH

Default Max win

€340,022



Promotions

Paylines

7,776

Default bet size

€1

Default bet range

€0.20 - €20

Default max multiplier

X 17,001.1

YGG-MAS TREE

24 November - 24 November

It’s that time of year again, when we start to wrap our presents and

put them under the Ygg-mas tree. And this year, our presents are

going above and beyond your imagination! But we won’t leave you

waiting until Christmas Day to open your gifts! Start unwrapping

them along the three stages of our celebration - Mission Mistletoe,

Twinkling Tournament and Holly Jolly Prize Drop - where a total of

€200,000 in different prizes can be yours. Come have a merry festive

season with us under the Ygg-mas tree!
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Key selling points

Exciting streak driven mechanic where every win is held and respun for more chances to win

bigger!

Expanding ways with blocker symbols removed to open up more winning ways!

Collect Bonus symbols during the streak for an alternative way to trigger Free Spins!

Risk your feature in the Wheel Gamble for the chance to trigger with even more Free Spins!

Want to fast track your experience, do so with two Bonus Buy options.

Target demographic

All European markets with its art style, theme and streak driven math pro�le.

Bonus Buy players who want to go straight into the feature, with the Super Bonus Buy for biggest

win potential.
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Game features

Free Spins Gamble

After triggering Free Spins, the player has an

option to gamble for more spins or accept the

current number of spins and start the Free

Spin session. After successfully gambling for

additional spins, the player may gamble again

or start the session. Losing the gamble means

that the entire Free Spins session is lost.

Gamble your way up to 12 Free Spins for more

ways to win big... if you dare?
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Free Spins

The player can trigger Free Spins either

through 3 or more Bonus symbols on the

same spin, or triggering the Win Streak and

landing 3 or more Bonus symbols during this.

Each time a Bonus symbol lands in view it is

collected giving the player more chance to

trigger the Bonus. The Win Streak is active in

Free Spins. Landing any Free Spins symbol

removes the lowest paid symbol from the

reels and awards +1 free spin making the

feature better and better each time!
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Buy Bonus

If you fancy just cutting to the chase and fast

tracking them Big Wins the player can

purchase the Bonus for either 100x or 500x the

players stake. Choose the standard Bonus Buy

to buy in and trigger a 3 scatter trigger and

their 6 spins and choose to gamble up to 12

spins, or by the VIP Bonus Buy at 500x stake

awarding a special 15 Free Spins only found

here, with a max win potential of 20,000x total

bet!!
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Win Streak

After any win, winning symbols are held in

position and wherever there is the same

symbol it will be locked and held with the

blocker symbol above being removed to help

make way for more symbols, opening up even

more winning ways and a respin is awarded

for more ways to win BIG!
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Game rules

Welcome to Cannonade! Video Slot with Free Spins and Win Streaks.

ABOUT THE GAME

Cannonade! is a Video Slot with 6 reels and 5 rows. Win up to 17,000x total bet in this

swashbuckling adventure where any win opens up more ways to win, up to an incredible 46,655

ways. The game has 10 regular paying symbols. There is also a Free Spin symbol.

Win Streaks

This game features Win Streaks, meaning that winning symbols are held in position, and the reels

respin until no additional winning symbols land in view. Extra Free Spin symbols can land in a Win

Streak, and collecting 3 or more awards Free Spins. Each time the player gets a Win Streak win, for

each symbol in a winning combination, a blocker symbol disappears from the reel that they

appear on, to open up more ways to win. If more than one symbol forms a win, the lowest paying

winning symbols are upgraded to the highest paying held symbol.
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Free Spins

Landing 3 Free Spin symbols awards 6 free spins. Landing 4 Free Spins symbols awards 9 free

spins. Landing 5 Free Spin symbols awards 12 free spins. Free Spins are played with the same bet

as the activating spin. Landing the Free Spin symbol awards +1 free spin, and removes the lowest

paying symbol from the reels.

Buy Into Free Spins

Players can pay x100 to buy into Free Spins with 6 free spins. Players can pay x500 to buy into Free

Spins with 15 free spins.

Free Spins Gamble

When entering a Free Spins, players can gamble to upgrade the number of free spins from 6 to 9

spins, or from 9 to 12 spins. If unsuccessful, the Free Spins session is lost.

HOW TO CALCULATE WINS WITH “WAYS TO WIN”
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● To calculate the total Ways win, add all the symbol wins together.

● To calculate a single symbol win, count the number of consecutive reels that contain the symbol,

starting from the leftmost reel.

● If the number of consecutive reels containing the symbol is 3 or greater counting from the

leftmost reel, �nd the corresponding win amount in the dynamic pay table.

● If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of the symbols, the win will be multiplied.  Multiply

the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal multiplier.  For example: if the �rst reel

contains 2 symbols, the second reel has 3 symbols and the third reel has 2 symbols, the total

multiplier is counted as follows: 2*3*2=12 (total multiplier).

● The above doesn’t include Free Spin symbols which do not need to be on consecutive reels to

award a prize.

● After the Free Spins round is completed, all wins are added to any win from the game that

activated the Free Spins.

● There can be a discrepancy between sum of the individual wins in collection Free Spins from

what is displayed in the total win end screen. The total win end screen displays the �nal rounded

win.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €40

4 - €25

3 - €15

5 - €20

4 - €12

3 - €8

5 - €10

4 - €8

3 - €5

5 - €8

4 - €6

3 - €4

Low symbols

5 - €6

4 - €4

3 - €2

5 - €6

4 - €4

3 - €2

5 - €5

4 - €3

3 - €2
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5 - €5

4 - €3

3 - €2

5 - €4

4 - €2

3 - €1

5 - €4

4 - €2

3 - €1

Extra symbols

Bonus symbols can land naturally

or collected during a streak.

The following spins are awarded:

3 Bonus symbols - 6 Free Spins

4 Bonus symbols - 9 Free Spins

5 Bonus symbols - 12 Free Spins

Any win will triggers a streak.

Wherever there is 1 winning

symbol, 1 blocker symbol on that

reel is

removed.
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Options Tray - Change the game speed, sound volume and other settings.A -
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Options Panel

Sound Toggle - Turn the sounds on or off.B -

Exit Button - Exits the game and returns the player to the main menu.C -

Balance - Displays the player’s account balance.D -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.E -

Bet - Displays the bet size.F -

Bet Value - Changes the bet size by changing the bet value.G -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time.

Choose the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. Players can choose

additional conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some

game client versions prevent players from losing above a set limit during an autoplay session.

Pressing the autoplay button a second time stops the autoplay.

H -

Spin Button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into

the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

I -
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Expand this image

Game Settings - Change the game speed, sound volume and other settingsA -

Game History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay

your last 10 game rounds.

B -

Game Rules - Opens the rules of the game.C -

Pay Table - Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features, and

information on the ways to win.

D -
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All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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